


Dear Niveshaks,

We are pleased to present our first edition for the year 2020. The first month of the

year saw a lot going on in the financial world, one of them being the government

raising the fiscal deficit target from 3.3% of the GDP in 2019-20 to 3.8% of the

GDP in 2020-21, owing to a revenue shortage and indicating directly towards the

current financial distress of the Indian economy. On the international front, the US

and China sign phase 1 of the trade deal. Also, the prediction of global growth in

January is a rise from an estimated 3 percent in 2019 to 3.3 percent in 2020 and a

3.4 percent for 2021- which is a negative adjustment of 0.1 percentage point for

2019 and 2020 and 0.2 percentage point for 2021 compared to the earlier

estimates of the IMF.

This month’s cover story analyses the Union Budget 2020, providing the budget

highlights and the major allocation schemes in the budget. It also provides a

sector-wise analysis of the budget. The ‘Finview’ section covers the interview with

Mr. Krishna Rao, Managing Director, JM Financials on various topics like the

capital markets, the index of ease of doing business, the divestment space, etc.

The NIF grew by a total of 2.31%, with the current portfolio value being ₹

19,74,210. The top gainers of the month were Blue Dart, Westlife Dev, and

Supermart. The ‘Deals in Brewery’ section covers the acquisition of Uber Eats by

Zomato for $350 billion.
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The Article of the month is on the 

topic ‘Global Debts and the risk of 

Financial Crisis’ by Mayukh 

Mukhopadhyay of IIM Trichy. The 

‘Fingyan’ section’s topic is ‘Why the 

Indian stock market is at an all-time 

high despite a slowing economy?’ 

by Nishant Kumar Satyam and Vasu 

Golyan of IIM Indore. It ties to 

explain the current scenario, the 

alternative, the foreign quotient and 

the steps that could be undertaken 

next.

The ‘Company Scanner’ covers the

Life Insurance Corporation, briefly

explaining its journey, its current

financial performance and what lies

ahead for the company with the

government’s disinvestment plans.

The ‘Classroom’ section explains

the Indian capital markets, touching

upon the classifications of the Indian

capital market along with the

methods through which the

securities are issued in the primary

market.

We wish you, our readers, a happy

reading experience.

Stay Invested,

Team Niveshak
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The prediction of global growth in

January is a rise from an estimated 3

percent in 2019 to 3.3 percent in 2020

and a 3.4 percent for 2021- which is a

negative adjustment of 0.1 percentage

point for 2019 and 2020 and 0.2

percentage point for 2021 compared to

the earlier estimates of the IMF. The

adjustment essentially reflects negative

surprises to economic activity in a few

emerging market economies, notably

India, which led to a reassessment of

growth prospects over the next two

years. In a few cases, this reevaluation

also reflects the effects of increased

social unrest.

‘Global economy ‘remains sluggish’-

The uncertainty of the projected

recovery for global growth remains

uncertain in midst of intensifying social

unrest in several countries and weather

related disasters –from drought and

bushfires in Australia, hurricanes in the

Caribbean, floods and drought in

eastern and southern Africa

respectively. However, some risks

have partially receded with the Phase I

trade deal between US and China and

a lower chance of a no-deal Brexit.

US, China sign Phase I of trade deal-

President Trump and Chinese Vice

Premier Liu He, Politburo Member and

Vice Premier of the People's Republic

of China signed the first phase of a

trade deal on January 15. Among

several contents, the first phase of the

trade deal includes Intellectual

Property (IP) Protection and

Enforcement, ending forced technology

transfer, and mainly rebalancing the

US-China trade relationship and

effective dispute resolution.
The UK left EU on January 31- Upon
leaving EU, The UK has entered an 11-
month transition period In which even

though the UK effectively remains in the

EU's customs union and single market

and continues to obey EU rules, it is no

longer part of the political institutions.

The government has made it clear that

UK must leave the customs union and

single market and end the overall

jurisdiction of the European Court of

Justice.

On domestic front, reduction of 

states' share in centre's fund by 1%-

The 15th Finance Commission, led by 

NK Singh,  has recommended a 

reduction of states share to 41% in 

2020-2021 as against 42 in view of 

security and special needs of the union 

territories of J&K and Ladakh. The 

recommendation is mainly  on account 

of J&K moving out from the state list.

Indian Government utilised ‘escape
clause’ under FRBM- Owing to a

revenue shortage, the government

raised the fiscal deficit target from

3.3%of the GDP in 2019-2020 to 3.8%

in 2020-2021. This reflects the severe

stress in which our economy is currently.
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Comments on the Equity market and NIF’s Performance

Value Scaled to 100

NIF PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

As on Jan 31, 2020

Total Investment Value: 10,00,000 

Current Portfolio Value: 19,74,210 

Change in Portfolio Value: +2.31% 

Change in Sensex: -1.41%

Risk Measures:

Standard Deviation NIF: 35.61

Standard Deviation Sensex: 25.08

Sharpe Ratio: 2.62 (Sensex: 3.77)

Cash Remaining: 1,46,352

NIF continued to prove its strength with it beating the market returns in the

month of January 2020. Indian equity markets witnessed a bearish phase in

the month of January 2020 as a result of multiple factors including negative

cues in overseas markets, intense selling practices in auto, metal and media

stocks. The corona virus outbreak also contributed to a global bearish phase. It

resulted in volatility of global markets which triggered a selloff due to concerns

on the impact of the corona virus on global economies. Also, the publication of

results of Q3 had an impact on the equity markets. Maruti Suzuki reported 5%

increase in consolidated net profit. Since the earnings reported was lower than

the market expectations, the share price saw a fall.

Despite these challenges, NIF grew by a total of 2.31% to a portfolio value of

19,74,210 against a weaker market return of -1.41 %. Maximum returns came

from Services segment (49.22%) followed by FMCG segment (12.18%). We

expect this momentum to continue in the following months.
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NIVESHAK INVESTMENT FUND

INDIVIDUAL STOCK WEIGHT 
AND

MONTHLY PERFORMANCE
Monthly Performance
Portfolio Weight
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Top Gainers for 

the month

24.74% Blue Dart

24.48% Westlife Dev

12.18%
Avenue 
Supermart

Top Losers for 

the month

-9.63% Thirumalai Chem

-5.55% Lupin

-4.46% COLPAL

11.82
%

1.79%

1.92%

2.74%

9.64%

34.76
%

6.14%

11.92
%

11.47
%

7.80%

NIF Sectoral Weights

Auto
Infrastructure
Chemical
Media
Financial Services
FMCG
Pharma
Telecommunication



The above figure shows the total

debts of the countries as a percentage

of their GDP in 2017. Developed

nations have a higher proportional of

relative debts as compared to the

developing nations and the frontier

nations. According to the IMF data,

advanced economies have an

accumulated debt of 266% of their

GDP. These numbers are at 168%

and 77% in emerging economies and

low income countries.

Since 1950, the global debts have

risen, with a greater magnitude in

advanced economies as compared to

the rest of the world.

-Mayukh Mukhopadhyay,

IIM Trichy

Global Debts and the risk 

of Financial Crisis

ARTICLE OF THE MONTHNIVESHAK | JANUARY 2020
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Debt is an amount borrowed by one

party from another. Debt is used by

many corporations, sovereign entity

and individuals. A debt arrangement

gives the borrowing party the legal

power to borrow capital under the

condition that it is to be paid back at a

later date, usually with interest. Hence,

rising debts can be an indicator of

more spending, thus pushing the GDP

up. But excessive debts can be a

cause of worry. Global debt has

reached an all-time high of $184 trillion

in nominal terms, the equivalent of 225

percent of GDP in 2017. On average,

the world’s debt now exceeds $86,000

in per capita terms, which is more than

2½ times the average income per-

capita. The private sector’s debt has

tripled since 1950, making it the driving

force behind global debt.

Fig 1: Total debt as % of GDP (2017)

Fig 2: Time series data of global 

debts (source: IMF Blog)

The data further reveals that the share

of private debt as a percentage of total

debt is higher in advanced economies

with Russia and China having a

private dept of 81.5% of the total

national debt. USA has a private debt

share of 58.9% of the total GDP as on

2017. The number slumps in frontier

economies.



Secondly, private debts may increase

due to increased private investments

in industries. This in turn will lead to a

growth in the GDP. But the correlation

between Industrial Production Index

and the share of private debt in GDP is

showing a negative correlation.

Industrial production refers to the

output of industrial establishments and

covers sectors such as mining,

manufacturing, electricity, gas and

steam and air-conditioning.

This is counterintuitive to our general

believe that as the private debts

increases, the industrial production

will increase as well. This anomalous
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What may be the reason for global

debts building up?

There may be many reasons for piling up

of global debts. First, the sovereign debts

may rise in order to finance the budget

deficit. The below chart gives the pictorial

view of the global budget deficit as on

2018.

Fig 3: Share of Private Debt as % of 

Total Debt

Fig 4: Global Fiscal Deficit (2018) 

(Source: countryeconomy.com)

The correlation of government debts

and budget deficit gives us a value of -

0.35. This is as per our expectation,

that as the budget surplus decreases,

the sovereign debt of the country

increases.

Fig 5: Correlation between budget 

deficit and sovereign debts (2018)

Fig 6: Correlation between Industrial 

Production vs Private debts share



Term used for a firm that is unable to

stand on its own feet – it either needs

one or a series of bailouts, or is kept

afloat by lenient creditors and below-

market interest rates. Since 1980s, the

zombie companies have gained

popularity, mainly due to lowered

global nominal interest rate and

reduced financial pressure. A zombie

company can be identified based on

Interest Coverage Ratio (ICR). ICR

reflects the ease of a company to

repay its interest from the Earnings

before Interest & Tax (EBIT). With the

data from Australia, Belgium, Canada,

Denmark, Germany, France, Italy,

Japan, Netherland, Spain, Sweden,

Switzerland, UK and US; we see that

the share of zombie companies in

terms of volume and the probability to

remain zombie increased over the

years.

ARTICLE OF THE MONTHNIVESHAK | JANUARY 2020
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results may be due to the fact that

industrial production is a lagging

indicator of private debts. It may so

happen that the private debts are

invested in foreign nations, with the

easing of the FDI norms across the

globe in general. This can be inferred

from the fact that overall, there has

been in increase in Industrial

Production Index over the years.

The chart below shows the Industrial

Production Index data of 2018,

calibrated with the base data of 2015

to 100. Other than Brazil, Ireland,

Norway and Iceland, all other nations

has shown an improvement in the

index numbers.

Fig 7: Industrial Production Index of 

Countries in 2018 wrt. 2015 ( source: 

OECD Data)

Thirdly, debts may build up due to

the outbreak of zombie companies.

A Zombie Company, also known

as zombie firm or living dead, is a

Fig 8: Growth of zombie companies 

(source: ‘The Rise of Zombie Firms: 

causes and consequences- Banerjee & 

Hoffman)

What are the consequences of the 

rising global debts?

First, rise in debts may be a boon in 

boosting the economy, but too much 

debts put a pressure on the 

probability of default.



The numbers improved at the

aftermath of the global financial crisis,

the but could not last long.

Will it lead to a crisis?

The major credit rating agencies are

sceptical of some of the sovereign

issues in the recent past. Countries

like Hongkong, United Kingdom, India,

Italy, Mexico and South Africa have

been downgraded in recent times.

The debt to default proportion has

diminished year-on-year as per a

report from Global Credit Data, a not

for profit data collection entity.

Since 2016, the proportion of defaults

to corporate debt has dropped from

1.12% to 0.73%. The information was

gathered utilizing portfolios from 26

driving monetary foundations over a

time of 15 years.

History has witnessed some of the

most devastating financial crisis due to

credit default. The Credit Crisis of

1772, the Great Depression of 1929

and the Global Financial Crisis of

2007-08 were all the perils of debt

default. Sovereign debts of countries

like North Korea (1987), Russia

(1998), Argentina (2002) has defaulted

in the past as well. Growing global

debt, coupled with yield curve

inversion across the globe, thus

enhances the risk of global financial

crisis. For the future, there are two

imperative exercises: Countries need

to handle their structural issues early,

and debts must be utilised for

productive investment and not just to

fund budget deficit.

ARTICLE OF THE MONTHNIVESHAK | JANUARY 2020
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The International Monetary Fund (IMF)

a month ago raised its alerts about

significant levels of risky corporate debt,

which have been exacerbated by

determined low interests from national

banks. The IMF cautioned that

practically 40%, or around $19 trillion, of

the corporate debts in significant

economies, for example, the U.S.,

China, Japan, Germany, Britain, France,

Italy and Spain was in danger of default

in case of another worldwide monetary

downturn.

Secondly, debts accumulation can lead

to a slump in the domestic consumption.

Domestic debt holders may reduce

consumption in order to meet the debt

obligation. This in turn can lead to a cut

in the marginal propensity to consume

(MPC) globally.

Thirdly, growing Sovereign debts gives

rise to increased probability of sovereign

default, which in turn will lead to a slump

in the Foreign Direct Investments (FDI)

is the country. The World Bank report

shows a dip in the net FDI inflow

globally since 2007.

Fig 9: Global net FDI Inflow ( World 

Bank)
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Ministry allocations: Among the top

13 ministries with the highest

allocations, the highest percentage

increase is observed in the Ministry of

Communications (129%), followed by

the Ministry of Agriculture and

Farmers' Welfare (30%) and the

Ministry of Home Affairs (20%)

ALLOCATION FOR MAJOR

SCHEMES IN BUDGET 2020

The Union government categorizes its

major schemes into three categories

based on the government's priority:

1) The core of the Core Schemes,

2) Core Schemes, and

3)Major Central Sector Schemes.

In Budget 2019-20, the Modi

government has included 122

schemes under these heads, which

includes six Core of the Core

Schemes, 23 Core Schemes, and also

93 major Central Sector Schemes. In

2019-2020, the total number of such

schemes was 83.

In this year's budget, The Finance

Minister, Nirmala Sitharaman, has

decreased funds for MGNAREGA,

Swachh Bharat Mission, the welfare of

Scheduled castes. The government

also proposed a cut in the funding of its

pet schemes like the Swachh Bharat

Scheme by 25 percent, for the

National River Conservation

Programme by 24.6 percent and

for the LPG Connection to Poor

Households nearly 15 percent.The

budget has shown a 396 percent

increase in the funds allocated for

North East Special Infrastructure

Development Scheme. The

government has also increased its

On 1 February, the Finance Minister,

Nirmala Sitharaman presented the

Union Budget 2020-21 in the Lok

Sabha, which is the second budget

after Narendra Modi led National

Democratic Alliance returned to power

for a second term Union Budget 2020-

21 in the Lok Sabha. this year's

budget is based on three central ideas

1) Aspirational India,

2) Economic development,

3) A Caring Society.

Budget Highlights

Expenditure: The Union government

proposes an expenditure of Rs

30,42,230 crore in 2020-21, which is

approximately 12.7% higher than the

revised estimate of 2019-20

Receipts: This year's receipts (other

than net borrowings) are expected to

to be Rs 22,45,893 crore which is an

increase by 16.37%, owing to higher

estimated revenue from

disinvestments

GDP growth: The government is

expecting a nominal GDP growth rate

of 10% (i.e., real growth plus inflation)

in 2020-21. The nominal growth

estimate was 12% for 2019-2020

Deficits: Fiscal deficit is targeted at

3.5% of GDP, and this lower than the

revised estimate of 3.8% in 2019-

20. Revenue deficit is targeted at

2.7% of GDP, which is 2.4% higher

than the revised estimate of 2019-20.

We have to note that the government

is estimated to breach its budgeted

target for fiscal deficit i.e., 3.3% in

2019-20 and the medium-term

budgetary target of 3% in 2020-21.

This does not include off-budget

borrowings (0.9% of GDP in 2020-21)

COVER STORYNIVESHAK | JANUARY 2020
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Sector-wise analysis:

healthcare:

The government seems to be showing

its commitment to health care sector

by increasing healthcare allocation by

almost 10% and improving access to

care by upgrading infrastructure

reflected through the allocation of

various Viability Funding windows to

build hospitals on PPP mode,

attaching medical colleges to district

hospitals, and improving district

hospitals to medical colleges. There is

an increased impetus on 'TB Harega

Desh Jeetega' initiative to achieve the

goals to eliminate TB by 2025.

• There was no significant change

in the allocated budget for the

Ayushman Bharat scheme.

However, there is a focus to

increase the patient access

strategically, the interest of

hospitals/investors and

employment opportunities and

provide a boost to the sector

• Increased collaboration and

investment between the

government and private players

are expected to provide medical

training. This will help in reducing

the deficit of doctors in India. Also,

the proposal to develop

specialized bridge courses is

expected to improve the skill set of

nurses, paramedics, and

caregivers seeking employment

aboard.

• Concerted efforts towards the use

of AI and ML in the key schemes

will strengthen the implementation

of Ayushman Bharat by speeding

allocation for Rashtriya Swasthya

Bima Yojna by 143 percent hike and

National Rural Drinking Water Mission

by 82 percent hike, among others.

New tax slabs:

This budget 2020 has given taxpayers

the option to choose between the

existing income tax regime, which

allows the taxpayer to avail existing

income tax exemptions and

deductions and a new tax regime with

reduced income tax rates and with

new income tax slabs but no other tax

exemptions and deductions. Which tax

regime to choose -old or new- and

what would be beneficial and result in

lower tax payable for each individual is

going to depend on his/her income

composition and the investments

done.

COVER STORYNIVESHAK | JANUARY 2020
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• Proposal for setting up large solar

power capacity alongside rail

tracks on land owned by Railways

— This will be a great move in

helping the Indian Railways reduce

its power procurement cost .

Transportation sector:

• Transport infrastructure has a

significant impact on almost all

aspects of the economy. It is the

backbone on which our economy

runs.

• Before Union Budget, the

government launched a massive

plan of around 6,500 infrastructure

projects with an outlay of INR103

lakh crore worth to be

implemented jointly by the Centre,

states and the private sector

• Continuing with that theme, INR1.7

lakh crore has been allocated in

FY20-21 for transport

infrastructure covering roads,

railways, aviation, inland

waterways, and ports. National

Logistics Policy expected to be

released soon could be a catalyst

for the development of the

transport and logistics sector

• Accelerated growth of highways is

to be continued, including 2,500

km access control highways, 9,000

km of economic corridors, 2,000

km of coastal and land port roads,

and 2,000 km of strategic

highways. The focus on building

quality highways and reliable

electronic tolling are critical

• New initiatives for railways have

been proposed, e.g., setting up

solar power capacity alongside the

• the disposal of claims, developing

fraud-preventing measures, and

enabling diagnosis and treatment.

This will also encourage the

established technology firms and

startups to develop AI solutions

primarily focused on healthcare

• Import of medical devices and

instruments shall become costlier,

which would impact the patients as

the burden will get passed and

ultimately increase the cost of

treatment.

Energy and natural resources:

• MNRE's overall budget up 48%

compared to the revised fiscal

2020 budget — This hike in

budgetary allocation will help

improve financial assistance to

various schemes such as solar

parks, roof-top solar, off-grid

renewable energy, etc.

• INR1000 crore allocated for Kisan

Urja Suraksha evam Utthaan

Mahabhiyan (KUSUM) scheme —

This monetary allocation will help

to speed up implementation. It

could potentially result in 10-15

GW of new capacity creation if it

materializes, and this will be a big

push for farmer's income, but will,

in turn, require lesser demand for

grid-scale power, targets for which

then should be adjusted

downwards. However, for ease

of implementation, the banks

have to come forward for

funding at an effective cost of

interest and the commission has

to consider for feed-in tariff

after reviewing the cost of debt

COVER STORYNIVESHAK |  JANUARY 2020
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the regional connectivity along with

other ancillary infrastructure thereby

driving real estate development in the

respective locations

• The commercial real estate sector

has witnessed investment from

global sovereign wealth funds

given the higher yields within the

segment. A tax exemption shall

further drive investments and help

developers expand their

commercial portfolios within major

cities of India.

Private Equity:

• The proposal for the abolishment

of DDT is a welcome move. It

eliminates the possibility of double

taxation in the hands of non-

resident shareholders, along with

the availability of deduction of

expenses. The removal of DDT will

entail tax outflow for investors of

listed InvIT and REITs which was

otherwise exempt

• Considering the gravity of pending

direct tax litigation, the FM has

proposed multiple measures like

amnesty scheme, taxpayer charter

to enhance the effectiveness of tax

administration

• Settlement of past dispute on the

lines of scheme implemented for

indirect taxes could reduce

pressure on the already clogged

judiciary and lessen the hardship for

taxpayers to go through a long route of

litigations

Overall, the Budget was a mixed statement

same as the trend over the last few years.

One will have to wait for a clearer picture on

the path the Modi government plans to

revive demand in the economy.

rail tracks and inviting private

participation in station re-development

projects and operation of 150

passenger trains. This is a welcome

move

• Corporatization and listing of at

least one major port are on the

anvil. This could be complex,

though, and a longer-term

initiative. Emphasis on inland

riverine waterways for cargo and

passenger traffic continues, which

is aligned to the European Union

and China transportation models.

Boosting economic activities

alongside river routes, similar to

economic zones around ports

proposed in the Sagarmala

project, is proposed.

Infrastructure:

• Extensions in the additional tax

benefit of INR1.5 lakh for the loan

taken to acquire affordable homes

benefiting the salaried income

group, shall not only help sustain

the existing demand for affordable

housing but help revive the

residential real estate industry as a

whole

• Looking to boost the sluggish

housing sector, the government

proposed to extend tax sops given

to real estate firms for developing

affordable housing until the next

fiscal (31 March 2021). This will

help encourage developers to

invest more in affordable housing

considering the underlying

demand occupying the bulk of the

sales within top metropolitan cities

• Construction of airports improves

COVER STORYNIVESHAK |  JANUARY 2020
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closely-watched, and impactful as the

Indian stock markets, it is easy to

mistake it as an indicator for the

overall economy. As data would point

out, the Indian economy has been

stuttering and stuttering at a global

scale. IMF chief economist Gita

Gopinath claims that India is

responsible for 80% of slashed global

growth estimates. The country grew at

a 26-quarter low of 4.5% in the July-

September quarter of 2019-20.

Several rating agencies and

investment banks have cut the

country’s growth estimates to below

5%, yet the government seems to be

bullish about being a $5-trillion

economy by 2025.

On the other hand, the Indian stock

markets fly-high, despite the

surrounding economic gloom. Both the

BSE Sensex and the NSE Nifty are at

record highs and have generated

spectacular returns of around 15% the

past year, adding lakhs of crores to

investor wealth. This presents quite a

contradictory yet interesting scenario.

If the Indian economy is slowing down,

then why is the Indian stock market

flying high?

Why has this been happening?

The answer lies in the complex factors

that drive the two different entities:

The stock market and the economy.

Government policies, economic

conditions, sectoral

outlook, customer demand, growth

momentum, and easy availability

of cheap credit often affect both

As the legendary economics Nobel

laureate puts it, a broad metric of an

even broader concept cannot be

mistaken to be the same. The stock

markets act as a mere aggregator of

commercial data points, where

speculation is rife, and sophisticated

algorithms are leveraged at

unbelievable scales for just one

motive: Profit. Whereas the economy,

in a broad sense, refers to all the

goods and services produced within

the country. True, a significant

proportion of these goods and

services are produced by companies,

which are, in turn, listed on the stock

exchanges. It is only logical to assume

that growth in the economy (which

means an increase in goods and

services output) translates to growth in

the companies that produce them.

But is every logic, a sound logic?

Is correlation enough to

establish causation in such complex

globalized markets?

Are we jumping the gun when we

mistake growth in one to be the

growth of the other?

What has been happening?

When it comes to a market as intricate

WHY IS THE INDIAN

STOCK MARKET AT AN

ALL-TIME HIGH DESPITE A

SLOWING ECONOMY?

Nishant Kumar Satyam | Vasu Golyan

IIM INDORE
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economic growth and the stock

market. But financial markets are also

affected by global developments such

as central bank balance sheet

expansion, falling rates, easy money

availability, and foreign fund flows.

The exceptionally bullish mood of the

Indian bourses despite the sluggish

macro and micro factors could be

explained by considering the following

arguments:

What’s the alternative?

One way to explain why the GDP

numbers diverging from the SENSEX

trend, is to argue the sheer lack of

options that our country, and therefore

the investors face. Under the current

government, the alternatives to

investing in the equity markets no

longer exist. Demonetisation,

intentionally or unintentionally,

eliminated real-estate as a lucrative

asset to possess; Continuous interest

rate cuts have made debt an

unattractive maid; And, the number of

Indians willing to go higher than INR

40,000 to purchase a mere 10 gm of

gold, is just not enough. Not only

within the country, there’s a lack of

options globally as well, as we

confront negative rates plaguing the

international debt markets. Currently,

bonds with an estimated worth of 15

trillion dollars are marked by negative

yields. Under such scenarios, fund &

pension account managers,

alike, resort to equities to make up

for this shortfall in returns.

The Foreign Quotient

GDP growth doesn’t govern the stock

markets. These wild ‘bulls’ are,

however, influenced hugely by foreign

& domestic market sentiments and

outside & inside investors.

Unaffected by the US-China trade war

in 2019; unhinged by the possibility of

the third-world-war happening after

the US-Iran fiasco, most of the global

indices - S&P 500, Dow Jones, CAX-

40, FTSE 250, Nikkei, CAC 40 and

Bovespa, from the major global

economies of the world like US,

Germany, Japan, France & Brazil

have shown double-digit annual

increases in the last year. Our

markets 13-15% increase just seems

to be going along with the flow.

Technological advancements have

allowed investors to invest with ease

and with virtually no information

asymmetry in any part of the world.

India’s developing economy, offering

higher rates amidst the developed

economies of the world, has become

an investment-heaven for global

investors, especially FIIs, looking for a

place to park their bonus earnings in

the emerging markets.

Only a few big ones are driving the

rally.

The benchmark indices and their

returns are largely skewed by the

outperformance of a few heavy

players in the economy.
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Players, who were least hit by the

economic slowdown, whose market

gains were least affected by the

decrease in consumer spending; who

still managed to post huge profits

despite the adverse conditions. Under

such circumstances, investors choose

to go with the safer bet of large

companies offering secure returns,

driving up their prices.

With globalization & the role of

MNCs, companies derive profits from

off-shore markets as well. Therefore,

an increase in the share prices of

these companies is not necessarily

correlated with just their local

economies. Indeed, the broader

market, comprising of many other mid

& small-cap companies, has faced the

brunt of sluggish global demand

growth, which has subsequently been

reflected in their share prices, but

strangely, not in the indices.

What to Do Next?

Given the extremely volatile nature

and the multitude of diverse factors

affecting the stock markets, it will be

extremely unwise to take its growth as

a reflection for the overall health of the

economy at large.

Firstly, be cautious about what type of

assets we are investing in. Equity

products, which might have

given spectacular returns based on

the irrational exuberance shown by the

markets, will be the first to tank as

soon as better sense prevails. Since

the bullish run is driven by only a

few select large-caps based on

exogenous/exceptional factors, but

their intrinsic value and macros remain

unchanged. Sooner or later, the value

will catch up with the price. But

since the economy appears to be in

doldrums, it is highly unlikely that

stocks will increase in their intrinsic

value. The only other eventuality then

is a price correction, so that price

reflects the true value of the shares.

Thus, investors would be better off

parking money in less risky

assets (debt/liquid instruments), given

the direction of the economy as well

as global political disturbances.

From the government’s perspective,

it’s high time that a

massive overhaul in terms of public

economic policy, taxation, corporate

laws, resolution and liquidity, and

public investment, is implemented. We

can no longer rely solely on FIIs/FDIs

to fuel our economy. The economy

faces fundamental problems:

shrinking manufacturing, falling private

investment, stringent corporate

financing, automobile crisis, rampant

unemployment, and a slowly but

steadily increasing inflation rate. The

government’s ambitious economic

targets seem a far-fetched idea in

reality, even more so given the global

headwinds and geo-political

tensions flaring up yet again.

Issues ranging from the NBFC-

crisis to the housing-sector need to

be addressed through rational policy-

making. A restructuring of GST

slabs, as well as the filing

mechanism, needs to be considered
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by the council. Even fundamental

changes in the taxation system cannot

be ruled-out (say, the adoption of the

Direct Tax Code).

The arguments presented above shed

some much-needed light explaining

the meteoric rise of the stock markets,

despite “The Great Indian Slowdown,”

as the former chief economic advisor

of India, Mr. Arvind Subramanian puts

it. The multitude of factors and their

extremely volatile nature must caution

anyone who mistakes this rally to be a

symbol of the health of the economy.

Lastly, both individuals and the

government need to be proactive and

make smart decisions to steer the

country to safer shores in such sticky

times. The economy and the stock

markets remain two closely related,

yet entirely different concepts. As a

rational observer of issues, caution

must be exercised while assessing the

two.
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cash burn of $20 million per month in

India.

As the reports state, there has been a

projected operating loss of INR 2197

cr. for the five months through

December 2019. Though in February

2018, there were talks of selling the

business to Swiggy, but the deal fell

through. Uber’s rival, Ola also pulled

its focus away from its food delivery

business, Foodpanda. Uber entered

the market after Zomato and Swiggy,

and was able to retain a major and

prominent share in some of the small

markets when it struggled to compete

with the two larger companies,

Zomato and Swiggy.

Zomato has been creative in its

approach in publicizing the takeover

and in a tough environment, Zomato’s

decision to buy an expensive asset

shows hoe it is trying to innovate

differently from Swiggy, global

investors fighting for proxy Food Wars

in India, and who gets funding from

DEALS IN BREWERY
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On January 22, Zomato acquired Uber

Eats for $350 billion. This was an all

stock transaction which will give Uber

Eats about 10% shareholding in

Zomato. The brand in itself will cease

to exist an the users will be redirected

to Zomato’s app. Also, Zomato has

decided not to absorb Uber Eats’ team

in India. This implies that around 100

executives will either be reallocated to

Uber’s other vehicles here or laid off.

The combined share of Zomato and

Uber Eats is expected to be around

50-55% in terms of number and value

of orders which is greater than its

biggest market competitor, Swiggy.

There are certain micro markets where

Zomato’s share is around 30% only

where as Uber Eats enjoy a larger

chunk of market share. Thus the deal

will help them penetrate these markets

of Kerala, Tamil Nadu and Madhya

Pradesh. The food business for Uber

has been only a drag for it producing a
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Japan’s Softbank in the end. The

Zomato-Uber Eats consolidation has

realized that food business was

essentially going to be a delivery

business and from where the money

and valuations were going to come.

The company has well differentiated

itself from arch competitor Swiggy in

numerous ways. It tends to be a more

restaurant oriented one whereas

Swiggy has established itself as a

customer oriented expansionary brand

by launching Swiggy Go and Swiggy Stores.
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1. How has your journey in the

Indian Capital Markets been?What

are the changes you have

evidenced?

I started my journey in the ruins of the

dotcom bubble and have been a

witness to the one-way upward

journey that markets have staged

since.

I come from days when settlement

used to mean a tumultuous and turgid

process of 14 days and have seen it

come down to 2 days. Opening an

account then meant a cumbersome

exercise of 20 days. Thanks to the

benefits of digitization that it now only

takes 5 minutes. All of this is a

testimony to the sea change capital

markets have undergone. There has

been exponential growth in the

number of listed entities, disclosure

norms and market capitalization. We

are a high-growth country and there

will always be umpteen obstacles to

overcome but the trajectory seems

right to me.

2. India has shown immense

improvement in the index of ease of

doing business and simultaneously

seen erosion in indices of

competitiveness. What is your take

on this dichotomy?

Of late, we jumped 14 spots to 63rd

position in the index of ease of doing

business. Albeit, it paints a hunky-

dory picture on the macro-front, at a

micro level entrepreneurs and

investment continue to face one-off

challenges leading to inordinate time

delay. Competitive edge is derived

from factors of production namely land

labour and capital all of which have

been persistently mired in legal,

bureaucratic and economic

challenges. The recent cut in

corporate tax rate bodes well for the

economy but the country has a tall

order to improve things at a micro-

level.
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space and the government has set

ambitious targets in this reference.

Is there a policy change underway?

The thread of the economic models of

development of Japan, US and UK is

that the government is not engaged in

business and particularly the core

sector. The core competence of the

government does and should lie in

policy making and not running

enterprises. Private participation in

this arena will create more sustainable

and profitable enterprises whose

benefits will trickle down to all levels.

Secondly, the infrastructure needs of

the country are huge and require

gigantic finances in balance with fiscal

prudence. Divesting PSUs to meet

such capital expenditures makes

sense.

5.Lastly, what would you advise to

budding finance professionals?

You will have to learn to differentiate

yourself by the right set of

characteristics. As for the opportunity

side of it, the way India is growing the

participation of FII, FDI and the scale

of DII will magnify by leaps and

bounds. I see requirement of more

than 1 Lac finance professionals who

can take the challenge of creating

wealth at an outperforming pace.

3. The capital markets, primarily the

frontline indices are at variance

with the economic indicators which

are worrisome. Are markets

discounting a recovery in the

economy?

Capital Markets are different from

economic indicators in the sense that

they are forward-looking in nature. On

the contrary, economic indicators

capture economic activities with a

backward view. While we expect the

two to stay in tandem, at critical

junctures like reversals past, present

and future are not of the same hue. To

put things into perspective, markets

sometimes chase economic growth

and sometimes liquidity chases

markets in the hope that growth will

eventually catch up. It’s a risky

proposition but such expectations are

part and parcel of the capital markets.

Also, in this specific context there are

fundamental reasons that back this

bull-run. Despite a slowdown, India

continues to grow faster than most of

the large economies and is poised to

be one of the beneficiaries of

changes that the ongoing trade-war

will bring. If all stays well, the growth

will eventually catch up and the

ongoing bull run will continue.

4. A lot is brewing in the divestment
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Life Insurance Corporation popularly

abbreviated as LIC is an insurance

group and investment corporation

owned by the government of India. It

was formed on September 1, 1956 by

the merger of around 250 insurance

companies and provident societies. LIC

currently manages Rs.31 trillion

managing approximately 75% of the

total funds that the industry has.

LIC grew as a monopoly in its initial

years, until private sector was allowed

to enter the insurance market in 2000.

Currently it operates in 8 zonal offices,

113 divisional offices and 2048 branch

offices. LIC currently shares only 5% of

the profits with shareholders and rest

95% with policyholders.

In the fiscal year 2019-2020 LIC gained

profits of Rs. 14000 crore in the stock

market, from its Life Fund. The market

value of LIC’s investment at the fag

end of 2019 is approximately 28.7 lakh

crores.

LIC’s investment portfolio is highly

skewed towards long term government

securities (about 67%). A measly 15%

is invested

in equity shares. LIC acquired 51% of

the troubled lender, IDBI bank in 2018

by injecting Rs. 21000 cr. It provided

LIC access to the banking sector of

India, but continual losses by the bank

has led to capital erosion, leading to

fears from policyholders. In the era of

NPA’s, LIC’s debt exposure is nothing

to boast off. Many of its debt or bond

exposures have suffered from defaults

or downgrades. But the mammoth

amount that LIC manages, reduces

these holdings to single digit

percentages.

As a part of government’s

disinvestment target, Finance minister

Nirmala Sitharaman had announced

stake sale of LIC through an IPO. The

extent of dilution is said to be around

10%. Due to LIC being a household

name and insurance sector attracting

bullish outlooks, the market valuation is

expected to be on the higher side. IPO

of the mega insurance company is

expected to bring about more

transparency and efficiency in the

operations of the company, reduce

government’s influence and help in

better allocation of financial resources

of the country.
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The Indian capital market provides

long term loanable funds unlike,

money market, which offers deals in

short-term funds.

An ideal capital market aims to

provide an adequate amount of capital

in return for a reasonable rate of return

from any business or industrial

proposition which offers a prospective

high yield.

It includes the facilities and institutional

arrangements for borrowing and

lending ‘term funds’, medium-term, and

long-term funds. In essence, the

capital market provides loans for

industries for fixed investment.

The capital market in India comprises

of the following institutions

Commercial Banks

Insurance Companies

Specialized financial institutions

Provident Fund Societies

Merchant Banking Agencies

Credit Guarantee Corporations and

Individuals who invest directly on their

own

Indian capital markets are classified

into two types:

1) the gilt-edged market and

2) the industrial securities market.

Gilt-edged market: it refers to the

market for government and semi-

government securities and backed by

the RBI. The securities traded in this

market provide stable returns and are

highlydemandedbybanksandotherinstitutions.

The industrial securities market: it

refers to the market for shares and

debentures of old and new

companies.

This market can also be classified

into

1) the new issues market and

2) old capital market

The new issue market:

It is also known as the primary market.

Securities are sold for the first time,

which are new securities are issued

from the company. The primary capital

market contributes to capital formation

for issuing institutions because, as the

money made goes directly to investors

and who, in turn, utilizes these funds

for investment in buildings, plants,

machinery, etc.

Various types of securities are issued

in the primary market, such as equity

shares, debentures, bonds,

preference shares, and other

innovative securities.

The securities are issued in the

primary market by the following

methods:

1. public placement:

in this method, new securities are

offered to the general public through

an intermediary who buys a whole lot

of securities from the issuing

company. Generally, the

intermediaries are the brokerage

firms. So first, the company issues

securities to the intermediary at

face value and which in turn issues
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securities to the general public at

higher prices to earn the profit.

2. Private Placement:

in this method, securities are sold by

the company to an intermediary at a

fixed price who, in turn, sell these

securities not to the general public but

selected clients at a higher price.

The private placement method is used

for cost-saving as the company does

not have to bear the expenses such as

underwriter fees, manager fees,

agents’ commission, the listing of the

company’s name in the stock

exchange, etc.

4. Right Issue (For Existing

Companies):

This is the method of issuing new

shares to existing shareholders. It is

called the right issue because it gives

the pre-emptive right to shareholders

to get an offer to buy the new issue

before subscribing to outsiders.

Each shareholder will have the right
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to subscribe to the new shares in the

proportion of shares they already hold.

5. e-IPOs, (electronic Initial Public

Offer):

this is a new method of issuing

securities through an online system of

the stock exchange. In this method,

the company appoints registered

brokers who will serve the purpose of

accepting applications and placing

orders. The company issuing security

will have to place an application for

listing of its securities on any other

exchange than the one on which it has

offered its securities earlier.

Secondary Market (Stock

Exchange):

this is the market for the sale and

purchase of previously issued or

second-hand securities. In this market,

securities are issued indiectly by the

company to investors. The securities

are traded between existing investors

and other investors.
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